
One Liners 
 
Whats the difference between beer nuts and deer nuts? Beer nuts are a buck and a 
quarter, deer nuts are under a buck. 
 
I'm not a hunter...  I'm a "Population Control Specialist".  
 
First man: why do you go deer hunting without your bow and arrow?  Second man: 
Because it is cheaper and the results are the same.  
 
Bowhunters will do anything for a buck. 
 
What is the definition of a non-typical whitetail? One that stays off the highway! 
 
What did the other bucks say when the big buck threatened to take over the herd? “He’s 
just in it for the doe!" 
 
If a man says something, while bowhunting in the woods, and there are no women 
around to hear it.......Is he still wrong?  
 
Two very dumb hunters find them-selves lost in the woods. The first hunter tells the 
other hunter to fire three shots in the air for help. After several minutes with no effect the 
first hunter again instructs for three more shots, and the second hunter does so. More 
time goes by with no help in sight, and anther request for three shots from the first 
hunter is done. This time the second hunter says “Ok, but these are my last three 
ARROWS!”   
 
A bowhunter finally decided to let his wife come hunting with him. While he was 
scouting, he left her in a blind with instructions on what to do when a deer came within 
range.  When he returned, he found a man standing in front of his wife with his hands 
up shouting, "OK lady, it's your deer! Just let me take the saddle off!"  
 
An exhausted deer hunter out in the wilderness stumbled into a hunting camp. "Am I 
ever glad to see you!" said the deer hunter. "I've been lost for 3 days."  "Don't get too 
excited," the other hunter replied. "I've been lost for 3 weeks."  
 


